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Abstract
The capabilities of the newly installed divertor Thomson Scattering (DTS) diagnostic (Kurzan
et al 2021 J. Inst. 16 C09012) at ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) have been demonstrated by
measuring 2D electron densities ne and temperatures Te from attached to fully detached
divertor conditions in L- and H-mode. The collected dataset is a breakthrough for divertor
studies at AUG in which such measurements have been so far missing. Besides highlighting
the strengths and limits of the DTS system, this work provides confirmations and new insights
into detachment physics. The transition between partial and pronounced detachment correlates
with a 2D redistribution of the electron density from the inner to the outer divertor in both L-
and H-mode. In pronounced detachment, a strong parallel pressure gradient could be
confirmed throughout the complete SOL. Finally, measurements of ne and Te of a stable
X-point radiator revealed local temperatures as low as 1 eV within the confined plasma,
whereas the pressure is shown to be constant on closed field lines.
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

A reliable solution for the power exhaust problem is one of
the most critical challenges for realization of a fusion power
∗ Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
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ASDEX Upgrade Team.
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of the work, journal citation and DOI.

plant. Already for ITER, steady-state power handling requires
60 to 70% of the heat exhaust to be radiated throughout the
divertor and the scrape-off layer (SOL) before intercepting the
plasma-facing components (PFCs) [2]. DEMO will have to sat-
isfy even more demanding conditions due to the larger power
entering the SOL [3]. High dissipative divertor and SOL con-
ditions, up to 90% of radiation, are now routinely obtained in
several tokamaks [4–7] and labeled as ‘detached’. A detached
divertor is associated with large pressure gradients along the
SOL and connected to temperature as low as few eV in front
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of the PFCs. The interplay and the relative importance of these
processes as a function of the plasma parameters and diver-
tor geometry is one of the key open questions in detachment
physics. Recent experimental results on detachment can be
found in [8], while theoretical works are reviewed in [9, 10].

The intrinsic 2D geometry and the large gradients of
diverted plasmas make their experimental characterization
extremely challenging. Among all the plasma parameters the
electron density ne and temperature Te are of primary impor-
tance for diagnostics since measuring those allows to esti-
mate the role of different underlying physical process. For
this reason, at ASDEX Upgrade (AUG), a divertor Thomson
scattering (DTS) system has been recently installed [1]. Thom-
son scattering provides non-perturbative local measurements
of both ne and Te offering a unique insight into the diver-
tor physics [11]. The AUG DTS system includes 26 chan-
nels extending from the inner (ID) to the outer divertor
(OD) going through the X-point. It is furnished with a four-
channel filter set to measure Te from ≈1 eV to 50 eV and ne

from 1 × 1019 m−3 to 1 × 1021 m−3.
In this work, dedicated experiments have been carried out

to characterize, for the first time at AUG, the behavior of ne and
Te via DTS in the evolution from attached to detached diver-
tor plasmas in both L- (section 2) and H-mode (section 3). A
vertical plasma sweeping technique, similar to the one used in
[12, 13], has been exploited to measure almost the complete
divertor volume. L- and H-mode reveal similar qualitative
behavior showing, however, differences in the local plasma
parameter, for example in the private flux region (PFR). Sub-
sequent experiments have been dedicated to the study of the
X-point radiator (XPR) [14] and its impact on the pressure con-
servation on closed flux surfaces (FSs) (section 4). Finally, the
conclusions and the outlook are given in section 5.

2. L-mode detachment

2.1. Experimental scenario (1D measurements)

The L-mode detachment discharges are a slight modification
of the experiments performed in [15]: ohmic discharges with
step-wise increasing line-averaged core density ne,core from 2
× 1019 m−3 to 5 × 1019 m−3 at a constant plasma current of
0.8 MA and toroidal magnetic field of 3.0 T. Figure 1 shows
the reference discharge using a fixed plasma shape, i.e. the
red one (t = 2.0 s) in figure 2. In this configuration, the DTS
channels (in blue, figure 2) cross the whole divertor volume
passing through the X-point. The geometry and the resolu-
tion, i.e. the extension of the scattering volume, of the DTS
diagnostic is shown in figure 2. Note that the determination
of the X-point position has uncertainty which could be up
to few cm [16]. Figure 1(a) shows in blue the four steps in
ne,core (delimited by the green vertical lines) as measured by
the interferometer channel H-1 (see figure 2(b)), and in red
the evolution of Tdiv, a figure of merit of the detachment state
[17]. Tdiv approaches 0 eV towards the end of the discharges
indicating complete detachment while the two spikes within
every density phase, are due to beam blips for charge exchange
measurements. Figures 1(b)–(d) shows respectively Te, ne,

Figure 1. L-mode detachment reference discharge: (a) line-averaged
core electron density ne,core in blue and the divertor temperature (a
figure of merit of detachment) in red, (b)–(d) Te, ne and the
resulting pe from DTS, (e) divertor shunt current Is at the inner (red)
and outer (blue) divertor, ( f ) neutral pressure measured below the
divertor dome.

and the resulting static pe from DTS starting from channel #1
(inner-divertor (ID)) to channel #20 (outer-divertor (OD)).
Channels from #20 to #26, which show similar results on the
high-fields SOL, are excluded from the figure to focus on the
ID and OD interplay. The X-point is located around channel
#12, indicated by a horizontal black line. In this manuscript,
the electron pressure calculated from the DTS is always the
static pressure, i.e. pe = neTe. Figure 1(e) illustrates the evo-
lution of the divertor shunt currents at the ID Is,in (red) and the
OD Is,out (blue) while figure 1( f ) shows the neutral pressure
measure below the divertor dome.

The diverted plasma starts from well-attached condition
(step 1) with very high Te (figure 1(b)) and low ne (figure 1(c))
at the OD and moves towards high-recycling conditions
(step 2) at the second ne,core step. This phase is labeled as
detachment onset in [15] and shows a clear high field side
high-density front (HFSHDF) at the ID (figure 1(c)) [18]. A
relatively minor increase of the core density at t = 3.6 s trig-
gers a rapid transition to a detached divertor. The electron tem-
perature at the OD drops from a few tens of eV to less than
2–3 eV. The reduction of Te is accompanied by an increase
of ne of roughly one order of magnitude at the OD. Note that
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Figure 2. Plasma shape scan to obtain 2D DTS measurements. The
reference shape is shown in red while in green the other extreme of
the shape scan. The figures shows also the position of the different
diagnostic used in this work.

the drop in Te is faster than the duration of density ramp which
highlights the nature of a step-like transition of the detachment
process. The electron pressure drops at the OD (figure 1(d))
and its conservations along the SOL field lines will be inves-
tigated in section 2.2. The ID reacts the other way around: the
HFSHDF vanishes and Te increases. However, the DTS mea-
surements at the ID are performed further upstream compared
to the one at the inner-divertor. More detailed analysis of the ID
will be shown in section 2.2 where the plasma is swept verti-
cally. In the same way, the divertor shunt currents in figure 1(d)
drop in the transition from step 2 to step 3 with Is,out consis-
tently decreasing first. This observation might offer a good test
for any causality model of detachment. The neutral pressure
measured below the divertor dome is observed to consistently
increase by almost an order of magnitude. Finally, step 4 leads
to even colder OD temperatures (Te � 1 eV) while the inner
one starts to cool down again.

This step-like behavior of the OD at the detachment transi-
tion has been already observed at DIII-D [13], however only
in H-mode. The transition has been previously explained via
a bifurcation in the E × B-drift [19]. Dedicated modelling
would be required to confirm such claim which is beyond the
scope of this work. The possibility of a bifurcation solution
of the divertor plasma state has been also demonstrated in
[20]. The L-mode discharges performed in this work do not
show any ‘fluctuating state’ before detachment as observed
in [15]. X-point fluctuations are only visible during the beam
blips within step 3 showing that the divertor input power is a
condition for this type of instability.

2.2. 2D ne and Te maps towards detachment

A vertical (z-) sweep of the X-point has been employed to
collect ne and Te of a large portion of the divertor volume.
During the scan the magnetic topology of the divertor plasma
has been preserved. To avoid a double null configuration, the
upper plasma shape has been kept as constant as possible effec-
tively reducing the plasma volume. The two extreme plasma
shapes used during the sweeps are shown in figure 2. The com-
plete z-scan height lasts ≈2 s and has been applied to all four

Figure 3. Consistency check of the diverted plasma conditions
during a X-point sweep: (a) line-averaged electron density,
(b) z-position of the X-point, (c) Te and (d) ne from the outer target
LP. The vertical lines in (a) and (b) indicates the time points
(averaged over 50 ms) shown in (c) and (d).

phases shown in figure 1 in two different discharges. Note
that a z-sweep is ideal, given the DTS geometry, to provide
measurements along FSs. Figure 2 reports the position of the
different diagnostics used in this work: the DTS diagnostics is
shown in blue. The extension of the marker along the laser cor-
responds to the size of the scattering volume and hence of the
DTS radial resolution (more details in [1]). The same applies to
the mid-plane edge TS, illustrated in magenta. Furthermore, in
this work, the integrated data analysis framework IDA [21] has
been used to obtained ne and Te profiles which, at the edge, are
mostly constrained by the ECE (blue), the lithium beam (LIB
in orange) and the edge TS. Finally, in black, the position of
OD Langmuir probes (LP) is reported.

The consistency of the diverted plasma condition during the
whole scan has been controlled using the LP. Figure 3 com-
pares the outer target measurements of ne and Te during an X-
point sweep in attached conditions. Figures 3(a) and (b) show
respectively ne,core and the X-point height during such a scan.
The vertical lines indicate the different time-points selected to
check the consistency of the ne (figure 3(c)) and Te (figure 3(c))
target profiles from the LPs. The profiles well overlap indi-
cating that the target profiles are constant during the entire
scan, as well as the mid-plane profiles. This does not assure
the consistency of the plasma parameters in the whole divertor
volume, but it is a zero-order test that the diverted plasma is not
changing dramatically. Tackling this problem experimentally
is however not possible since localized 2D measurements of
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Figure 4. Two-dimensional measurements with the DTS in L-mode of Te (left column), ne (middle column), and the resulting static pe
(right column) at increasing ne,core (from top to bottom).

any divertor plasma parameters are not available at this stage.
Furthermore, the consistency of the target profiles could be
only checked in attached and high recycling conditions, i.e.
steps 1 and 2 (not shown), while detached plasmas could not
be investigated due to the absence of target data. The upcoming
thermal divertor helium beam will provide 2D ne and Te in the
OD allowing a direct proof of the consistency of the diverted
plasma conditions during such scans.

Figure 4 shows the resulting 2D measurements for Te (left-
hand column), ne (central column), and the calculated elec-
tron pressure pe (right-hand column) from DTS, starting from

step 1 (first row), i.e. ne,core = 2 × 1019 m−3, to step 4 (last
row), ne,core = 5 × 1019 m−3. The combination of the z-sweep
and the large number of channels of the DTS permits detailed
measurements along the FSs. Note that the color bar range in
figure 4 for ne, Te, and pe are kept constant for all the density
steps to highlight the relative changes.

Step 1 (figures 4(a)–(c)) is characterized by low densities
and high temperatures at the OD, which coincides with a low
signal-to-noise ratio and hence large scattering for the DTS. At
the ID, a slight HFSHDF is already present. Figure 5 compares
the mid-plane pressure measured by Thomson scattering
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(TS, in green) and IDA (integrated data analysis of TS, ECE
and lithium-beam, in red) [21] with DTS (in blue and in navy
the flux-surfaces average) and the LP (in black) at the OD for
the four different density steps (figures 5(a)–(d)). During step
1 (figure 5(a)), the electron pressure is constant on field lines
in the SOL indicating that the OD divertor is attached. The
increase of ne,core in step 2 leads to electron densities of about
1020 m−3 in the HFSHDF (figure 4(d)) together with a slight
reduction of Te at both the ID and OD while the overall distri-
bution of the electron plasma parameters remains similar. The
pressure on the SOL FSs is mostly constant, except next to the
separatrix where a reduction of pe is observed (figure 4(b)),
similar to what is observed in [15]. These conditions are often
labeled as partial detachment [23]. A drastic change in the 2D
distribution of ne and Te is measured after the transition to
detachment, i.e. in step 3 (figures 4(g)–(i)). A large increase of
ne, up to ≈1020 m−3, at OD coincides with the disappearance
of the HFSHDF. Such behavior is indicative of the interplay
between OD and ID, most likely mediated by the E × B drift,
and recalls the phenomena of the divertor oscillations [24, 25].
The electron temperature drops to a few eV close to both the
inner and the outer target (figure 4(g)) and results in a poloidal
electron pressure gradient (figure 4(i)). When comparing the
mid-plane to the divertor pressure (figure 5(c)), a reduction
of more than an order of magnitude is observed within the
DTS measurement volume, in particular, next to the separa-
trix. This can be better seen when plotting pe as a function of
z at fixed ρpol location (figure 6). The LPs have been excluded
from the comparison since their interpretation becomes unre-
liable at low temperatures. In particular, both the sweep LP
and the triple probes return larger Te values compared to the
DTS as already previously observed [26] and explained by a
non-Maxwellian electron distribution [27]. Other drawbacks
of LP measurements at low Te are the fact that the resis-
tance in the bulk plasma is no longer negligible compared to
the sheath resistance [28] while also the presence of resis-
tances in the cables and in the measurement system leads to
an overestimation of Te [29].

Note that in figures 5(a) and (b) the DTS measurement
results at a fixed ρpol have been averaged, while in figures 5(c)
and (d) they were not because of the evident poloidal gra-
dient. A further reduction of Te, as measured with the
DTS, is obtained when increasing ne,core to 5 × 1019 m−3

(figure 4(j)). However, the minimum pressure measured by the
DTS remains constant compare to step 3 (figures 5(c) and (d))
while it is the mid-plane pe that decreases. A similar degrada-
tion of the plasma core confinement when going to pronounced
detachment has been also observed previously [30–32].

3. H-mode detachment

To characterize the H-mode detachment via DTS, a series
of discharges has been performed with Tdiv ranging between
15 eV and 1 eV at constant heating power of about 10 MW,
plasma current (Ip = 0.8 MA), and field (Bt = −2.5 T) while
changing only the nitrogen fuelling. Within every discharge,
a constant phase of about 2.5 s has been programmed to
allow for the same z-scan of the X-point as performed in

Figure 5. Comparison between the mid-plane electron pressure (TS
in green and IDA in red) to the DTS (blue for the single data points
and navy for the flux-surface average in figures (a) and (b)) and LP
(black) measurements at increasing ne,core (top to bottom). The TS
profiles has been shifted outward by 8 mm as routinely done at AUG
[22] while the factor 2 on the LP pe is to account for the dynamic
pressure.

L-mode (figure 2). Figure 7 shows the overview of a typical H-
mode discharge used in this study: (a) ECRH (blue) and NBI
(red) external heating power at a fixed plasma current (black),
(b) edge (red) and core (black) line averaged densities (mea-
sured respectively with the interferometer channels H-5 and
H-1, figure 2(b)), (c) nitrogen (red) and deuterium (black)
fuelling, (d) Tdiv, (e) X-point height, and ( f ) ELM frequency.
The discharge is divided in two phases, i.e. before and after
5 s, with different N2 seeding rates in order to obtain two dif-
ferent values of Tdiv. Within each phase, a z-scan of the X-point
is performed to obtain 2D DTS measurements. Figure 8 com-
pares the outer target Te and ne ELM synchronized profiles as
measured from the LP at different time points along a vertical
plasma sweep. Within the large error bars, which are typical
for ELMy H-modes, the profiles agree and therefore the same
considerations as for the L-mode case might be also valid in
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Figure 6. DTS electron pressure as function of z at several ρpol, i.e.
on different FSs.

Figure 7. Reference discharges for the study of H-mode detachment
via DTS: (a) plasma current (black), NBI (red) and ECRH (blue)
external heating power; (b) edge (red) and core (black) line average
electron density; (c) nitrogen (red) and deuterium (black) gas
fuelling; (d) Tdiv; (e) X-point z position; ( f ) ELM-frequency.

H-mode. However, since the error-bars reach up to 50%, this
comparison is only a rough cross-check of large, i.e. of order
of magnitude, systematic deviations when scanning the plasma
vertically.

The analysis of the detachment in H-mode is much more
challenging due to the presence of ELMs. When going to
high deuterium gas puffing and nitrogen seeding, i.e. towards
detachment, the ELMs get smaller and the frequency fELM

increases rapidly above 150 Hz (figure 7(e)) and moves
towards a continuous exhaust till a complete ELM-suppression
is observed when the XPR is well within the confined region
[33–35]. During this evolution, ELM filtering of the DTS data

Figure 8. Outer target Te (a) and ne (b) profiles form the LP at
different time points during an X-point scan in H-mode, attached
conditions.

was not possible in detached conditions, i.e. Tdiv < 4 eV [32].
An alternative would be to use argon or krypton instead of
nitrogen to keep fELM low. On the other hand, the low fELM

makes the discharges more exposed to impurity accumulation
and to have the most stable conditions for the X-point sweep,
nitrogen is the best choice.

Figure 9 shows the 2D measurements of Te (left column),
ne (central column), and the resulting pe (right column) from
attached (Tdiv = 15 eV, first row) to detached conditions
(Tdiv = 1 eV, last row). As for the L-mode cases, in figure 10
the mid-plane pe profiles from IDA (red) and TS (green) are
compared to the DTS data (blue the single data points and in
navy the flux-surface average) and the LP (black) at the outer
target. Starting from attached conditions (figures 9(a)–(c)), a
well-developed HFSHDF is present while, in the OD, the elec-
tron density is still relatively low, i.e. on the order of 1019 m−3,
resulting in high electron temperatures Te ≈ 50 eV. At these
conditions, the electron pressure is conserved along the field
lines in the SOL (figure 10(a)). As mentioned before, the
large scatter in the TS and DTS data is a result of their lim-
ited laser repetition frequency and hence complexity in the
ELM filtering.

An unexpected outcome of the 2D measurements in the
attached H-mode is the high density ne in the PFR (figure 9(b))
of around 1 × 1020 m−3 at about 10 cm below the X-point,
whereas Te is approximately 1 eV (figure 9(a)). In L-mode,
the ne in the PFR is below 1 × 1019 m−3, i.e. at the detec-
tion limit of the DTS (figure 4). A similar high density in the
PFR is observed also in the DIII-D tokamak in forward field
[36] and in the presence of the HFSHD front but not always
as extended as shown in this work [8]. However, given the low
temperatures at the limit of the DTS range and the uncertainties
in the X-point position, further investigations are necessary to
exactly determine the size of the PFR high-density region. On
the other hand, the fact that the resulting pressure (figure 9(c))
shows the expected drop close to the separatrix as well as the
reduction of the high ne at the lower end of the 2D measure-
ments and just within the confined region, support the validity
of the measurements. E × B-drifts and/or anomalous transport
might be the reasons for such behavior which is an interesting
case study for divertor modeling.
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Figure 9. Two-dimensional measurements with the DTS in L-mode of Te (left column), ne (middle column), and the resulting pe (right
column) at decreasing Tdiv (from top to bottom).

Figures 9(d)–( f ) show the electron density, temperature
and pressure at Tdiv = 5 eV where, according to [32], the diver-
tor is partially detached and close to complete detachment. The
2D distribution of the plasma parameters does not change sub-
stantially compared to the 15 eV case (figures 9(a)–(c)) but
the increase of the nitrogen seeding leads to an overall reduc-
tion of Te at both the ID and OD. When comparing the mid-
plane to the divertor electron pressures, a parallel pe gradient
is observed between the mid-plane and the DTS data, while
the LP data match remarkably well the mid-plane profile. As
discussed before, a straight-forward explanation would be the
overestimation of Te by the LP but at temperatures of about
10 eV (figure 9(d)) the LP interpretation should be reliable.
On the other hand, a certain pressure drop is expected when
going to partial detachment. The upcoming thermal helium
beam which is being installed in the OD of AUG will provide a
further independent 2D measurement of pe and will shed light
in this discrepancy.

The further increase in the nitrogen seeding induces the
complete detachment of the divertor plasma, i.e. Tdiv reaches

1 eV. The OD Te drops to 1–3 eV (figure 9(g)) while the den-
sity increases to about 1 × 1020 m−3 (figure 9(h)). Further-
more, the electron pressure is about one order of magnitude
lower compared to the mid-plane (figure 10(c)) demonstrating
a strong dissipation along the SOL field lines. The transition
from Tdiv = 5 eV to 1 eV induced by N seeding is similar, in
terms of the relative change of the divertor plasma parameters,
to the detachment transition in L-mode (figure 4). However, it
is not clear from this work if such a transition happens abruptly,
i.e. within a small variation of the main plasma parameters, as
in the L-mode case and in the DIII-D tokamak [13]. Previous
work at AUG has shown that the transition from partial to com-
plete detachment happens gradually on both targets or where
the heat flux and pressure were measured by the LP [32]. How-
ever, as stated before, the interpretation of the LP data might be
misleading and therefore a detailed comparison is envisaged.

4. X-point radiator scenario

The development of real-time controls of the detachment evo-
lution allowed the exploitation of high radiation scenarios in

7
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Figure 10. Comparison between the mid-plane electron pressure
(TS in green and IDA in red) to the DTS (blue the single data points
and in navy the flux-surface average) and LP (black) measurements
at decreasing Tdiv in H-mode (top to bottom).

which an XPR radiates a power fraction of more than 75%
of the input power within the confined region [14, 37–39]. In
this area, a strong local reduction of Te has been suggested
by Balmer and NIII measurements [40] due to the large radia-
tion while the electron density is shown to increase in order to
keep the pressure constant on a closed flux surface. However,
a priori, a parallel pressure gradient even on closed field lines
cannot be excluded due to the extreme conditions at the XPR
and the large flux expansion at the X-point. For the first time,
the new DTS system at AUG permits the experimental investi-
gation of the electron plasma parameters at the XPR, a crucial
insight to understanding the physics behind it.

The comparison of the mid-plane profiles to the X-point
measurements requires high accuracy in the relative alignment.
Due to the large flux expansion close to the X-point, the DTS is
very limited when trying to measure at ρpol < 0.99. Figure 11
shows the two equilibria used in this work. The configura-
tion in figure 11(a) allows normal plasma operations without
any limitation to the power arriving at the OD since the outer
strike point is still on the OD target. On other hand, the DTS
can only measure up to ρpol = 0.997 which corresponds, at
the mid-plane, to only roughly 1.5 mm inside the separatrix.
The most extreme case in which DTS can measure the fur-
thest within the confined region, i.e. 5 mm inside the separatrix
at the mid-plane, is shown in figure 11(b). In this case, how-
ever, only a detached plasma is allowed to be placed so close

Figure 11. Comparison of the plasma shapes used to investigate the
XPR electron plasma parameters.

to the divertor dome to protect the PFCs. Due to these limita-
tions, two different strategies have been adopted to compare
the mid-plane to the X-point pressure: (i) using the equilib-
rium in figure 11(a), the plasma has been driven from attached
to the XPR regime making use of the attached phase to align
the profiles, i.e. pe = const on a flux surface, and then looking
at the time evolution; (ii) first induce an XPR and then shift
the plasma to the configuration in figure 11(b) to obtain a 2D
map of ne and Te within the confined region. Unfortunately, the
second approach did not work because the plasma could not be
kept stationary during the vertical shift onto the divertor dome.
However, it offered an insight on the typical plasma parame-
ters of the XPR (figure 12): electron temperatures of 3 to 5 eV
(figure 12(a)) at densities of 1 to 3× 1020 m−3 (figure 12(b)). It
is interesting to notice that, in these conditions, the outer SOL
is hotter but less dense than the XPR.

The equilibrium in figure 11(a) has been used in combi-
nation with a discharge with similar parameters as the one
presented in [35]. Figure 13 shows an overview of the ref-
erence discharge: (a) ECRH (blue) and NBI (red) external
heating power at a fixed plasma current (black), (b) edge (red)
and core (black) line averaged densities, (c) nitrogen (red) and
deuterium (black) fuelling, (d) Tdiv, (e) XPR penetration. As
in [35], ELM suppression is observed when the XPR-height
is larger than approximately 5 cm, hence from roughly 5 s
to 7 s. The phase between 2.0 s and 3.5 s is used as a refer-
ence to relative align the mid-plane electron pressure profile.
In figures 14(a) and (b) the electron temperature TX and den-
sity nX at the X-point are shown calculated by averaging the
three DTS channels at roughly ρpol = 0.997 (see figure 11).
A change in the electron plasma parameters near the X-point
is observed starting at 4 s when the XPR reaches the DTS
channels, i.e. roughly 5 cm above the X-point. The move-
ment of the XPR to 10 cm above the X-point induces a rapid
drop of TX to approximately 1 eV and an increase of nX to
2 × 1020 m−3. The achievement of such plasma conditions
within the confined region without losing the discharge or
even deteriorating the confinement too strongly highlights the
effectiveness of the detachment control methods in nowadays
devices. The mid-plane density and temperature profiles are
shown in figures 14(c) and (d) where different colors indi-
cate different positions. While the density remains more or
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Figure 12. Measurements of Te (a), ne (b), and pe (c) via DTS during a well-developed XPR using the plasma shape in figure 11(b).

Figure 13. XPR-discharge using the shape in figure 11(a):
(a) plasma current Ip (black), NBI PNBI (red) and ECRH PECRH
heating; (b) edge (red) and core (black) electron density;
(c) deuterium (black) and nitrogen (red) seeding rates; (d) divertor
temperature; (e) XPR position.

less constant during the whole discharge (note the liner scale
in figure 14(c)), the mid-plane temperature decreases with the
formation of the XPR. In figure 14(e) the evolution of the
mid-plane and the X-point pressures (black) are compared
and show a relatively good agreement throughout the whole
discharge demonstrating that pe is conserved on closed FSs.
However, as stated before, there are large uncertainties in this
comparison: the alignment is based on pX calculated between
2 s and 4 s where the DTS is at the limit of its measurement
range, the same applies to the measurements during the ELM
suppression phase, furthermore the effect of a possible par-
allel pressure gradient in the equilibrium reconstruction, i.e.
on the position of the X-point, it is not clear. On the other

Figure 14. X-point Te (a) and ne (b) to the mid-plane Te (c) and ne
(d) at different radial locations (different colors). The calculated
electron pressures are compared in figure (e).

hand, while a certain drop of pe might be possible within the
uncertainties, it is highly unlikely that a pressure drop as in pro-
nounced detachment could take place along closed field lines
(figure 10(c)). Such a pressure gradient parallel to the field
lines would be unstable from a magnetohydrodynamic point
of view [41].

5. Conclusions and outlook

The newly installed DTS at AUG is shown to provide new
insights into the divertor physics. Despite the closure of the

9
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AUG divertor, a sweep method has been developed to col-
lect 2D ne and Te measurements in the divertor volume while
keeping the plasma constant in both L- and H-mode. In L-
mode, this technique revealed a sharp transition from partial
to pronounced detachment, similar to what was observed in
H-mode in DIII-D [13], in which the interplay between outer
and inner divertor seems to play a crucial role. Furthermore,
during the detachment, a clear parallel electron pressure gra-
dient starting close to the separatrix and extending to complete
SOL could be confirmed via DTS. The H-mode discharges
show a similar phenomenological behavior compared to the
L-mode when going to detachment but further investigations
are necessary to confirm or exclude the presence of a bifur-
cation when going to pronounced detachment. The 2D mea-
surements highlighted the presence of a relatively high density,
of the order of 1020 m−3, in the PFR which is not present in
L-mode providing an interesting case study for divertor mod-
elling. Dedicated discharges have been performed to charac-
terize the XPR. By moving the X-point almost on the diver-
tor dome PFCs, the DTS can access the confined plasma just
above the X-point. During a well-developed and stable XPR,
local temperatures of about 1 eV, accompanied by densities on
the order of 1020 m−3, have been observed within the separatrix
and next to the X-point. The comparison between the upstream
and the X-point pressure shows that, within the uncertainties
of the DTS and the equilibrium reconstruction, the electron
pressure is largely conserved along the closed field lines. This
is an exciting result which shows the possibility to have sta-
ble plasmas with temperature as low as ≈1 eV within the
confined region.

The possibility to access to 2D ne and Te profiles of a
large part of the divertor is a breakthrough for divertor stud-
ies at AUG. For example, the combination of the measure-
ments shown in this work with the divertor spectroscopy will
allow the assessment of the divertor neutral density and in
turn of the plasma particle balance [42, 43]. Furthermore, it
provides an extremely valuable benchmark and input for any
modeling activity.
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